
ACI Named a Leader in the Forrester Wave™: 
Global Merchant Payment Providers, Q4 2018
ACI® Omni-Commerce™ solution receives the highest score possible 
in the Omni-channel Solution Vision criterion and Market Presence category.

ACI Rises to the Challenge
in meeting the top 3 payments-related initiatives for merchants over the next 18 months:1

ACI connects merchants to hundreds of local and cross-border acquirers and 
alternative payment methods almost anywhere in the world.

Read the full Forrester Wave: aciworldwide.com/lp/forrester 
1 Source “The State Of Retail Payments 2016”, an NRF Shop.org study conducted by Forrester Research,  
“The State Of Retail Payments 2018,” an NRF Shop.org study conducted by Forrester Research. Base: 40 to 59 retailers
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40%
Executing on  
omni-channel

35%
Implementing new 
emerging digital and 
mobile payment types 

30%
Focusing on 
combatting fraud

See what the Forrester Wave has to say about ACI:

ACI provides freedom of choice 
among most suitable acquirers and 
alternative payment methods 
according to customers’ growth 
strategy.
“ACI Worldwide provides vast global reach with 
superior flexibility.”

ACI offers acquirer independence, 
expert advice and ultimate flexibility 
for merchants. 
“...ACI is adept at advising and consulting with 
its clients in order to engineer the right solution. 
ACI is a best fit for retailers that want a global 
‘payments integration hub’ that provides 
maximum flexibility to manage multiple acquirers, 
payment methods and technology providers.”

ACI earned the highest score 
possible in the Omni-channel 
Solution Vision criterion. 
“...leading payment vendors like ACI Worldwide...
are contributing to and adopting common specs 
like the nexo standards in Europe, which in turn 
help reduce their clients’ integration burdens  
and payment terminal complexities across 
the globe.”

ACI helps merchants combatting 
fraud with a state-of-the-art fraud 
management solution. 
“...firms like ACI...get ahead of increasing  
cross-channel fraud by working to detect 
potential fraud incidents in scenarios such as  
‘buy online, pick up in-store’ or ‘return to store.’ ”

https://www.aciworldwide.com/



